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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

It’s one of the biggest unsolved mysteries of the universe and for many scientists, neutrinos may be the storytell-
ers to resolve the matter. What happened immiediately after the big bang? Neutrinos are in the air both literally 
and figuratively. ith the last golden age of physics nearly 100 years ago boasting Einstein’s theory of general 
relativity, the discoveries of quantum mechanics and radioactivity, and so on, physicists have been searching 
for new discoveries in fundamental physics to no substantial avail until, perhaps, now. ver the last fifty years, 
research on neutrinos has led to an exciting new precipice, one that many hope will deliver ‘new physics’. That 
is, new understanding into how some particles behave, never before observed and which may open up learning 
into some of the universe’s most closely guarded secrets. Neutrinos are invisible, shape-shifting particles that 
pass through matter and leave virtually no traces, yet they just might hold the key to unlocking what happened 
immediately after the big bang, among other things. At CERN, the European Laboratory for Particle Physics, 
work is currently underway on a prototype to detect these elusive chameleons, in what will ultimately be the 
Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE), located in the United States. As the protoDUNE at CERN 
becomes DUNE in the US over the coming decade, data from this international collaboration will begin reveal-
ing this story, and what Einstein’s theories were to physics 100 years ago, current neutrino research might be to 
physics today. he excitement in the field is palpable.

Ghost Particle is a documentary primer, of sorts. It will cover the history of neutrino research leading to the 
where we are today, while setting up a look ahead to where we are going through a discussion of what makes 
this research so significant. It will ta e us from CERN in Swit erland, to the Super  detector in Japan, the SN -
LAB in Sudbury, Ontario, and ultimately the construction site for the new detector in the US running 1200 km 
from Chicago to an old mine one kilometre underground in South Dakota. Throughout the journey we will learn 
what makes neutrinos such good storytellers and all the possible mind bending lessons we may learn from 
them. We will pass through topics such as the origins of the universe, matter-antimatter asymmetry, dark matter, 
and the multiverse, among others, in this fascinating interrogation of the cosmos that can make a science lover 
out of anyone.

See video teaser here: https://vimeo.com/313048788/b6591510da

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

It’s one of the biggest unsolved mysteries of the universe and for many scientists, neutrinos may be the storytellers to
to resolve the matter. What happened immiediately after the big bang? How did we and everything we see throughout
cosmos come to be?

Ghost Particle is a science documentary that follows international efforts to understand the universe with some of 
the largest experiments ever built to study the smallest of known things. Neutrinos are invisible, essentially massless, 
particles that pass through matter like ghosts. They behave in peculiar quantum ways and their identity-changing be-
haviour may hold the key to unlock big questions about the origin of the universe. So how to study the undetectable?

At CERN, the European Centre for Particle Physics, work is currently underway on a prototype experiment called Proto-
DUNE to improve detection techni ues of these baf ing chameleons. t will lead to construction of one of the largest 
experiments in world: the Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE) in the US. DUNE will see neutrinos created 
1,300km away at Fermilab outside Chicago,  and beamed to detectors in an old gold mine at the Sanford Underground 
Research Facility (SURF), located nearly two kilometers below the earth’s surface in the Black Hills of South Dakota. De-
sign and construction of this mega project will unfold over the coming decade. 

Based at CERN, Ghost Particle offers inside access into how the world’s best minds set out to do the seemingly impos-
sible: design a machine to detect what cannot be seen. It is also a primer to better understand neutrinos. It considers 
the history of research leading to where we are today, looks ahead to where we are going, and discusses what makes 
this research so si nificant. It will take us from CERN in Switzerland, to a visit with a Nobel Prize winner at the Super K 
detector in Japan, to efforts for the next exciting chapter at DUNE in the US. 
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FRANCESCA STOCKER, PhD (MAIN CHARACTER)

Francesca Stocker is a dynamic 25 year old Swiss PhD candi-
date in experimental physics, working at CERN on the proto-
DUNE team. The daughter of a renowned physicist (her father 
was one of the research chairs on the Intergovernmental Panel 
on Climate Change - IPCC), and fluent in five languages, she 
finds herself in the nexus of theory and experiment at the 
precise moment neutrino research surges forward at a fever-
ish pitch. Francesca is our guide and translator into this world 
where people tend to speak math. She will accompany us on 
our travels to Japan, Antarctica and the US to visit the other 
detectors and physicists to learn about where we’ve come 
from in order to better appreciate where we are going in these 
most stimulating times!

See video character portrait here: 
https://vimeo.com/313049419/0597e5f283

PROF CHRISTOS TOURAMANIS (SECOND CHARACTER)

Professor Christos Touramanis is the Head of the Physics Depart-
ment at the University of Liverpool and worked at CERN for 15 
years. The professor, originally from Greece, is our pedagogue. 
His research focus is neutrinos and he has been instrumental in the 
development of two neutrino detectors in the world over the last 
two decades, both in Japan and at CERN. But more importantly, 
he is very good at explaining complexe phenomena and making it 
relavent to just about anyone. In addition to teaching, his research 
work currently overlaps with Francesca’s with his involvement in 
the neutrino detector work at CERN’s protoDUNE project. Chris-
tos will explain what neutrinos are, what we know about them and 
how what we do not yet know about them may explain some of 
physic’s most sought after answers. 

See video character portrait here: 
https://vimeo.com/316555110/cf2b1e6129https://vimeo.com/316555110/cf2b1e6129

See test shoot here (after Francesca character portrait):

CHARACTERS

Bryan Ramson, PhD. 
(Fermilab)

Bryan is a post-doc at 
Fermilab in the US, which 
is heading the the DUNE 
mega project. Groomed 
from a young age to be 
a professional football 
player, he was more inter-
ested in studying particles 
in five dimensions. He will 
be our guide in the US at 
Fermilab.

Francesca Stocker, PhD (Main character)

Francesca Stocler is a dynamic 25 year old Swiss PhD candidate from the University of Bern 
in experimental physics. She works at CERN on the ProtoDUNE team. The daughter of a 
well- nown physicis and uent in five languages, she finds herself at the ne us of theory 
and experiment at the precise moment neutrino research surges forward at a feverish pitch. 
Francesca is our guide and interpreter in this world of often inaccessible technical jargon. 
We accompany Francesca during the prototype experiment phase at CERN to test the 
technology that will be used for DUNE in the US,  and we follow her through to the excite-
ment of ProtoDUNE’s successful results. 

Prof. Federico Sanchez 
Nieto (U of Geneva)

Dr. Sanchez Nieto is head 
of the Particle Physics De-
partment at the University 
of Geneva and is a neutrino 
expert. He is our science 
communicator who unpacks 
concepts and provides 
deeper explaination of fun-
damental notions in physics 
related to neutrinos and 
neutrino experiments.

arzio Nessi
(CERN)

Marzio is the coordina-
tor of the CERN neutri-
no platform. He is also 
the co-coordinator of 
the international DUNE 
collaboration. He will talk 
to us about the collabo-
ration and the challenges 
inherent in building what 
will be among the largest 
most complese experi-
ments in the world.

r. akaaki Kajita
(Super Kamiokande)

Co-winner of the Nobel 
Prize in physics (2015), Dr. 
Kajita will introduce us to 
the quantum behaviour of 
neutrino oscillation, with 
the Super Kamiokande 
experiment in Japan. The 
DUNE experiment hopes to 
take his discoveries to new 
levels of understanding 
that might help explain the 
origin of the universe. 

Stephen Pordes 
(Fermilab/CERN)

Dr. Stephen Pordes is on 
the cusp of retirement 
after devoting most of 
his career to the study of 
neutrinos. He will walk 
us through how exactly 
the machine that detects 
the virtually undetectable 
functions.

Other characters

    Nobel Prize 2015


